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DraDRAMATIC & PERFECTLY TIMED WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHYmat-





W E L C O M E

How do you do?

A qualified and highly experienced wedding photographer, I’ve 
shot over 450 weddings and delivered exceptional quality and 
service every time. I understand that your wedding day is a whirl 

of precious moments that need to be captured with creative insight. 
You can rely on me, as so many others have, to produce a beautifully 
curated set of photographs that you’ll never grow tired of admiring.
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”

FABULOUS PHOTO GRAPHS!
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F abulous photographs! David managed to get 
some great shots despite a lot of the guests 
remarking that they didn’t really notice him 

taking them. We love the photojournalistic style 
and the way that the photos tell a story of the day. 
David is clearly very skilled at what he does and is 
a real artist.

we love them. . .

THANK YOU!

Mrs Sarah Waldman





you don’t take a

PHOTO GRAPH

you quietly ask 

to borrow it



WHY CHO OSE ME?
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I n a nutshell as I have photographed weddings professionally 
for over 14 years now, I really know my stuff and you can 
be confident that you are in the very safest of hands. I’m a 

personable, reliable photographer who really knows how to look 
and listen. I am also one of only a very select few of UK wedding 
photographers to  have achieved ASSOCIATE qualification status 
with the Master Photographers Association (MPA)

My photojournalistic style is subtle, considered and beautiful. I 
pride myself on a 100% positive feedback from clients and on being 
able to really capture the spirit of your occasion with sensitivity 
and flair. Couples choose me for various reasons. I often ask them 
and this is what they say…

“We saw a quality in David’s work that we just didn’t see anywhere 
else.”

Mr Adil  Kazmi

 
“We were impressed with his portfolio and liked that he was 

familiar with the venue. We felt we would be in good hands.”

Ms Jennifer Wong

 
“We booked David because we wanted our photographs to be 

perfect.”

Mr Rob Dibl ing
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But if you’d like a bit more than word-of-mouth to base your decision on, 
I’m a fully qualified Associate of the Master Photographers Association 
(MPA) and WPPI, and hold Licentiateships from the British Press 

Photographers Association (BPPA) and The Royal Photographic Society (RPS). 
I’ve also won over 100 international awards for my photojournalism and 
classical wedding images (both in the UK and USA). I’m also very proud to say 
that I have achieved the following:

• 2021 Winner Wedding Day Photographer of the Year MPA Central
• 2020 Winner Wedding Photographer of the Year MPA Central
• 2019 Winner Wedding Image of The Year The Guild of Photographers
• 2019 Winner Wedding Photographer of the Year Photo-Pro Magazine
• 2018 Achieved Associate of MPA status
• 2017 Achieved Associate of WPPI status
• 2016/2017 Best Wedding Photographer South East England English Wedding 

Awards 
• 2016 National Winner UK Wedding Day & Celebration MPA
• 2016 Voted UK’s Top 50 Best Wedding Photographers’ GoHen
• 2016 Winner Wedding Art & Fashion Photographer MPA Central Region
• 2015 Silver Distinction Award for Wedding Photojournalism WPPI 

My photography has also been featured on the covers of the UK’s top wedding 
magazines and blogs. Of course, there’s nothing like a good recommendation 
and I come highly recommended by and endorsed by these prestigious venues 
amongst others:

Hedsor House

Cliveden House

Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons

Stoke Park Club

the crazy bear

Caswell House    

THE GREAT BARN,  AYNHO  

The Ashmolean Museum     

K irtl ington Park      

THE LANGLEY
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A WEDDING ALBUM IS

A GIFT
to future generations



SO WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
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Let me walk you through the stages of hiring me as your 
photographer.

Pre wedding

We’ll meet before the wedding (either in person or via 
Zoom) giving us a chance to go through the details of 
the day and talk about any formal family shots that 

you’d like. The more I know in advance about the schedule of 
the day, the better the photography. Church wedding? It’s worth 
speaking to your vicar well in advance of the big day to see what 
they will and won’t allow in terms of the photography in the church.

The B ig Day

I typically start the day with the bride wherever she has chosen 
to get ready. I’ll usually arrive a couple of hours before the 
bride is due to leave for the wedding ceremony to ensure I 

capture every giddy pre-match moment. From there, you’ve got 
me until the evening reception. 

Most of my photography collections include 8 hours of service but 
you can extend further into the evening to cover the party. Unless 
the wedding starts very early in the day, 8 hours usually takes you 
up until the first dance. Meaning, if your wedding starts at 2pm, I 
would arrive at midday and depart at around 8pm. 



HIS  STYLE OF

REPORTAGE
PHOTOGRAPHY

is incredible”
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ENJOY THE DAY
as much as possible

M y style of photography is observational rather than directive, so I 
deliberately work alone. If I’m doing my job right, you won’t be aware 
of me or my camera for the majority of the day. I do, of course, take 

some posed family pictures if you’d like me to (I recommend around 6 formal 
family shots so as not to interrupt the flow of your day and give you plenty of 
time with your guests). 

I also make the most of your beautiful venue and take the pair of you away 
for couple portraits when convenient. I never ask you to pose awkwardly or 
unnaturally, the idea is to capture very simple, natural, relaxed images of you 
both. Before you go in for your wedding breakfast, I usually photograph the 
decor of the reception room before the party kicks off.



POST WEDDING 

I take a LOT of pictures at your wedding. Afterwards, I spend hours carefully 
combing through them to select only the finest images that contribute to re-
telling your story. I then edit these down to a minimum of 300 final edited 

and enhanced files (often a few more). Each and every final image is carefully 
scrutinised and then digitally polished to make it the best it can be. I shoot every 
image in colour so when it comes to the album I can offer any image in black & 
white if that’s something you’d like. 

It takes up to 30 days to produce the final edit of images - there’s nothing quite 
like settling down and reliving your wedding day via an online gallery slideshow 
made especially for you. Days later, a beautiful presentation box containing a 
USB with your hi-res copies of these images will land on your doorstep. Once 
you’ve poured over these, we can talk about your album options; all you need to 
do is choose your favourite photos and I can get started on designing the first 
draft. I’ll then send you an online gallery which allows you to remove/add images, 
request black & white or colour versions etc. 

Once you’re happy with the final design, I organise a gorgeous Queensberry album 
to be made for you over in New Zealand (they’re the best, trust me). Around 4 
weeks later, you’ll have your album.





BEAUTY ,  FUN AND A

GENUINE
SENSE

of emotional sincerity

”





from PARIS with love
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My Paris option is for those who want something modern but 
still something exquisite. Excellent for all weddings, and for 
those who like to do things quietly yet beautifully. It’s also 

proven a popular option for larger weddings as the flushmount coffee 
table style album that’s included has a clean, modern feel with a lay-
flat design that particularly seems to appeal to couples who want a 
less traditional result.

The PARIS  COLLECT ION includes . . .

• 8 hours of photography coverage
• A ‘coffee table’ flushmount style Queensberry album (first 50 images/20 

sides included)
• Wide choice of cover materials & titles
• Professional image editing
• A USB stick of final images in Hi-Res with personal copyright release
• An online viewing gallery so guests can order prints too
• Five 12”x8” enlarged prints of your favourite images from my 

professional lab

£2,795
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My Marrakech Collection is grander and more luxurious. 
Very similar to the Paris bundle but instead includes one 
of the rather superb Overlay Matted Queensberry albums 

with more images included in the collection. Flip to page 11 for more 
info on these stunning investment albums.

The MARRAKESH COLLECT ION INCLUDES . . .

• 8 hours of photography coverage
• Stunning Queensberry 14x10 inch Overlay Matted Album (first 60 

images/24 sides included) 
• Your choice of cover materials & titles
• Professional image editing
•  A USB stick of final images in Hi-Res with personal copyright release
•  An online viewing gallery so guests can order prints too
• Five 12”x8” enlarged prints of your favourite images from my 

professional lab
• Downloadable iPhone App with up to 100 images of your choice of 

images

£3,195

a match made in MARRAKESH







sensational ZANZIBAR
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My luxury Zanzibar Collection really pulls out all the stops. 
An extra 2 hours of coverage (for all that Dad-dancing 
after the first dance), a complimentary pre-wedding 

shoot and a fabulous top of the range Queensberry Duo Album 
blending the very best of the flushmount and overlay matted 
features. They don’t come more lavish than this.

The ZANZIBAR option includes . . .

• 10 hours of photography coverage
• A Queensberry Duo album (first 70 images/28 sides included)
• Your choice of cover materials
• Professional image editing
• A USB stick of final images in Hi-Res with personal copyright release
• An online viewing gallery so guests can order prints too
• Five 12”x8” enlarged prints of your favourite images from my 

professional lab
• Your slideshow of images on USB/MP4 set to music
• Pre-wedding shoot with complimentary 10x8 print of your choice
• Downloadable iPhone App with up to 100 images of your choice

£3,795





“David takes amazing photos that 
truly captures one’s special day. 
From the very beginning, David 

was a consummate professional; 
he listened and understood what 
we wanted and contributed some 

great ideas. We went for the 
Zanzibar photography package 

for our wedding and it was more 
than worth it! 

Our pre-wedding photos and 
wedding photos were absolutely 
stunning. David captured every 

story of the day, blending in 
nicely, which was very important 

to us. Our wedding album was 
designed and finished beautifully 
- an amazing compilation of our 
beautiful day. We especially love 

our Queensberry Wedding Album - 
truly amazing and well worth it.”

Abi



Should you have a

PRE-WEDDING SHOOT?
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Iget asked this quite frequently and the answer, frankly, is yes.
 If we have a pre-wedding shoot, you can guarantee that you and 
your partner will be wonderfully relaxed on the big day. 

A pre-wedding shoot (or engagement shoot as they are often called) 
allows us to experiment with a few different styles and approaches 
and helps me work out exactly what you like and don’t like, which 
makes for much, much better final images. 

If you’re relaxed around me on the day, we can create some truly 
magic photography together.

Price £300 (or just £150 to add onto any full day collection option)

See my blog for more pre-wedding photography.







A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA…                 
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On the subject of extra photography, I get asked by some brides about 
more intimate images, or ‘boudoir shoots’ as they’re often referred to. 
If you’ve been wracking your brains for an intimate, beautiful gift to 

give your partner on your wedding day (or any day, in fact) then you should 
really consider a set of boudoir photographs. 

Ellie Sanderson Boudoir Photography is run alongside my own photography   
business and  was founded after a string of requests from brides-to-be 
and wanted to give their partner something gorgeously unexpected. I have 
trained with the very best boudoir photographers in the world to develop 
our unique, superbly premium boudoir portraits.
 
For more information, call 07507 275345 or email on 
info@elliesandersonboudoir.co.uk

you can visit our separate Boudoir photography website here
www.elliesandersonboudoir.co.uk



QUEENSBERRY ALBUMS            
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I t’s worth investing in an album for so many reasons, but I strongly advise 
having one for the simple reason that a digital image on a USB simply doesn’t 
do the quality of the imagery justice. Additionally, it’s a wonderful piece of 

your family’s history that serves as an heirloom to hand down to your children 
and grandchildren: a storybook that you’ll never tire of looking at. 

Finally, and crucially, digital copies can be lost! Files can be deleted by accident 
but a physical, lavishly finished album is far more likely to be cared for properly.
 
In my opinion, producers of the very best albums available to the discerning pho-
tographer, Queensberry are my go-to suppliers. Incredibly high quality and beau-
tifully crafted, they’re as passionate about photography as I am. I particularly love 
the sumptuous range of Italian leather and silk used to cover them. A Queensberry 
album is a real investment in your memories.

THE FLUSH MOUNT

A simple and contemporary 
choice, the Panorama Flushmount 
Albums offer maximum choice 
and versatility.

Visit my website for more details on Queensberry Albums



OVERLAY MATTED

Their signature range, the DUO 
Albums are perhaps the most 
distinctive choice. They’re a fusion 
of matted and flushmount pages, 
creating a uniquely contemporary 
result. I am asked to work with 
this popular option a lot. This, 
in my opinion, is the ultimate 
Queensberry product for those 

DUO

For a clean, simple & fresh finish, 
I recommend the Overlay Matted 
option. The pages are clean-
edged and the images well-
framed in bevel cut apertures.

MINI  D IG IS  AND PARENT COPIES

These are small replicas of the larger 
feature albums and are very sweet. 
Though they can be created from any 
of our album ranges, Copy Albums are 
always made with flushmount pages. 
Ideal for parents and wallet-sized re-
quirements. Available in 7-inch at £300 
and 10-inch at £400 (my personal 
recommendation for a parents’ album).

who want the very best and is their 
top-of-the-range, signature product.





BESPOKE SERVICE        
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O f course, if you want something that you can’t see here, call me for a 
chat and I can tailor a service that’s just right for you. If you want me 
to stay longer, we can factor in additional coverage on the full day 

at £180 per hour. I can easily add in a second photographer if you feel your 
wedding needs two Photographers. We offer a wide range of custom album 
upgrades, statement wall art, alumini & acrylic frameless gallery prints, framed 
prints, canvas wraps, thank you cards, print boxes and albums specifically 
designed for friends and family. 
 
Finally, for those on a particular budget or for those couples having smaller, 
more intimate ceremonies, I also offer a half-day 4-hour photography coverage 
on mid-week and low season weddings with prices including a Queensberry 
wedding album and the hires digitals from £1,795. 
Perfect for coverage of prepations, ceremony and champagne recpetion up until 
the wedding breakfast.

Just call me or book a Zoom call with me and let’s talk about what you need. 



SOME KIND WORDS
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“Many guests commented on David’s relaxed manner, not the typical bossy, 
shouty photographer. The reportage photos captured our guests’ personalities 
but the photos of my husband and I around Old Amersham were like a magazine 
shoot. Photos to treasure forever that really captured the atmosphere of our 
special day.”

Mrs Corinna F isher (Galdies )

 

“David was a really charming, lovely photographer. He made everyone feel at 
ease and was not at all obtrusive when taking the photos. He listened to what 
we wanted and did his very best to accommodate us. We were very happy that 
we chose him for our ‘special’ day.”

Mrs Leanne Annis
 
“David worked like an absolute trooper on our wedding day to capture some 
amazing shots. He really went above and beyond and exceeded all of our 
expectations. He captured the spirit of the day and we have beautiful wedding 
photos and an album to last us a lifetime.”

Mrs Jess ica Hamilton (Dennis )

“Looking at David’s work and picking him for our photographer was the easy part 
of the process. I must say that we couldn’t have wished for a better photographer. 
I hate having my photograph taken but it actually turned out to be a fantastic 
experience. David explained why it’s better to do poses a certain way, how to 
hold ourselves, where our hands should be etc.”

Mrs Natalie  Whitworth
 
“David understood exactly what we wanted to achieve and fitted seamlessly 
into the day. We did not want staged pictures and he took us at our word. We 
would highly recommend David to any bridal couple. My wife is a vicar of 6 
churches and we had two receptions at two locations so David’s task was far 
from straightforward. He is also a really nice guy.”

Dr Barry Peters K ing







CONTACT ME
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I ’d love to hear from you about your wedding plans so please do get 
in touch. Why not make an appointment to meet me at my studio 
offices, conveniently located close to Junction 10 off the M40 on 

the Oxfordshire/Nothamptonshire border, where there’s always a hot 
coffee waiting

Telephone:  01865 400070 or 07967 078172

Address: David Bostock Photography
  Kings Sutton Millennium Memorial Hall,
  Astrop Road,
  Kings Sutton
  Northamptonshire 
  OX17 3PG





“As a vicar, who has officiated 
at over 50 weddings myself, I’ve 

seen both good and bad wedding 
photographers. David is not just 

good, he is excellent! David’s 
brief was to give us a polished, 

reportage style record that 
captured every aspect of our day 
and he more than fulfilled that. 

His attention to detail, his ability 
to notice and capture those 

special moments is exceptional. 
He was unobtrusive and 

undemanding, yet everywhere 
he needed to be, recording the 

memories for us as only he can”

Rev Carole Peters K ing
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